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Increasingly stringent requirements on fuel economy and emissions are propelling turbocharging technology to

improve the power density of engines. In the future, turbocharged engines with ultrahigh-power density must be

equipped with high-pressure compressors. However, the narrow stable operating range of a compressor at a high-

pressure ratio is always a restriction. The variable-geometry method, which refers to the combination of a variable-

inlet prewhirl and variable diffuser vanes in this paper, will be a preferred choice for the range extension of

compressors, and so estimating its potential for range extension is of long-term value. This paper investigated the

performance of a centrifugal compressor adopting the variable-geometry method via a steady three-dimensional

Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes simulation. The combination of variable diffuser vanes, ranging from −10 to

10 deg, and a variable-inlet prewhirl, ranging from −20 to 60 deg, has the potential to improve the stable operating

range from 23.5 to 63.0% at a pressure ratio of 4.8. The corresponding increase in the low-end engine torque is

estimated to be 53%.The combination shows advantages in terms of operating range and efficiency performance over

only adjusting the diffuser vanes or simply changing the inlet prewhirl. The contributions from the variable-inlet

prewhirl and variable diffuser vanes to the shifts of the surge line and choke line are discussed as well.

Nomenclature

A = throat area
Bd;x = blockage factor at the diffuser throat, in which x denotes

the throat and d denotes the diffuser
c = absolute velocity
cp = specific heat capacity at constant pressure
D = diameter
D2 = diameter at the impeller outlet
Hu = fuel low heating value
i = incidence
Mu2 = tip-speed Mach number, U2∕

�������������
γRT01

p
_m = mass-flow rate of air
_md;c = diffuser choking mass flow
_mi;c = impeller choking mass flow
N = rotational speed
Pet = engine effective power output
p = pressure
R = stable operating range
T = temperature
Ttq = torque
u = impeller blade-tip velocity
W = relative velocity
w = angular velocity
α = prewhirl angle or air–fuel ratio
γ = specific-heat ratio
ηet = effective engine efficiency
ηi = impeller adiabatic efficiency, which is calculated from

the inlet to the rotor/stator interface
ρ = density
ϕ = flow coefficient, _m∕�ρ1ND3

2�
ψ = pressure-rise coefficient, ΔP∕�ρ1N2D2

2�

Subscripts

c = choke
d = diffuser
i = impeller
s = surge or engine shaft
u = circumferential component
w = working
x = position of throat
z = axial component
0 = total parameter
1 = impeller inlet
2 = rotor/stator interface

I. Introduction

T HE variable-geometry method, which aims at helping a
compressor operate at an operating point with the desired

performance by adjusting the geometric settings, has been widely
adopted by many compression applications. For gas-turbine
compressors or industrial compressors, which usually work
continuously for long times, the variable-geometry method can
ensure a relatively high-efficiency operation, even under off-design
conditions or inlet fluctuations. For aeroengine compressors, which
often operate in complex environments or under transient conditions,
such as startup and shutdown, the method is often used to suppress
flow instabilities, such as surge or rotating stall, and to enhance the
stable operating range. In other words, the variable-geometrymethod
makes a compressor operate efficiently over a wide range.
In axial compressors, the variable-geometry method generally

involves variable-inlet guidevanes (VIGVs) and variable stator vanes
[1]. In centrifugal compressors with vaned diffusers, the variable-
geometry method is usually implemented using VIGVs and variable
diffuser vanes [2]. Depending on the operating conditions, the
stagger angles of these vanes are adjusted by mechanical linkages
outside the pressure-containing body. The gaps between the impeller
and diffuser vanes can also be adjusted [3,4].
Turbocharger compressors, which are usually centrifugal, play a

significant role in developing more powerful, cleaner, and more
economical internal combustion engines. For an engine working at
high altitudes, the compressor delivering a high-pressure ratio (PR) is
able to maintain constant inlet manifold pressure and ensure efficient
combustion in the engine [5]. For diesel engines, which are heavily
restricted by increasingly stringent emission regulations, the high-
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pressure intake that accompanies high exhaust-gas recirculation can
reduce NOx and soot emissions simultaneously [6]. For the gasoline
engine, by adopting new technology, such as the Miller cycle to
improve fuel economy, high-PR compressors are employed to
compensate the volumetric efficiency [7]. However, the operating
range of a compressor is limited by the surge line, especially at high
PRs.With a left shift of the surge line or an extension of the operating
range, the low-end torque of an engine can also be improved.With the
development of turbocharging technology, an important issue that
remains to be solved is the extension of the compressor
operating range.
The variable-geometry method can be an effective way to widen

the operating range of a turbocharger compressor. Especially for a
compressor with a vaned diffuser, which usually has an efficiency
advantage over that with a vaneless diffuser, the variable-geometry
method can make up for the shortcoming of a reduced operating
range. In the future of high boosting technology, the compressor that
uses the variable-geometry method will be a preferred choice for
automotive industries. As mentioned earlier, VIGVs and variable
diffuser vanes are the representatives of the variable-geometry
method for turbocharger compressors.
Mohtar et al. [8] and Herbst et al. [9] validated the range-extension

effect of VIGVs on a turbocharger compressor through experiments
and simulations, respectively. In Herbst et al.’s work, a vane angle of
20 deg leads to a reduction in surge mass flow of up to 21%.
Coppinger [10] and Mohseni et al. [11] investigated the influence of
the configurations of the inlet guidevanes (IGVs) and flowpassage. It
was found that the performances with different configurations were
quite different. Actually, the objective of using VIGVs is just to
implement a variable-inlet prewhirl, which means that the
circumferential component of the velocity of the inlet flow is
nonzero and can be adjusted. Inlet radial vanes [12,13], reinjecting
rotating gas [14], and inlet volute [15] can also be used to achieve a
variable-inlet prewhirl. To avoid the influence of the specific type and
configuration of the swirl generator, this paper exploits the inlet
boundary condition of a velocity direction to implement a variable-
inlet prewhirl.
Oatway and Harp [16] presented a comprehensive review on the

flow-control method for the range extension of turbocharger
compressors, and their experimental results indicated that, between
the 110 and 45% diffuser-throat areas, a flow range (the operating
range to the surge flow) of approximately 3.5:1 was achievedwithout
excessive efficiency penalty at a PR of 2.4, and so they conclude that
using variable diffuser vanes is the most practical method for
extending flow-range control. Variable diffuser vanes directly
influence the component performance and the matching between the
diffuser and the impeller, whichwill definitely change the surge flow,
choking flow, and performance. A numerical research also showed
the effectiveness of variable diffuser vanes onwidening the operating
range [17]. An experimental research done byUbben and Niehuis [4]
showed that the clearance between the vanes and the wall of the
diffuser influences the operating range; however, there is no
recommendation or standard for thewidth of the clearance at present.
Additionally, because the clearance is between solid bodies, it can be
quite small. Therefore, in this paper, the clearance is always assumed
to be zero.
Much research has been done on a variable-inlet prewhirl and

variable diffuser vanes separately, but there has been little
investigation on their combination. Simon et al. [18] adjusted an inlet
prewhirl and diffuser vanes simultaneously for centrifugal
compressors. The combination proves to offer efficiency improve-
ment over the entire operating range compared with using only a
variable-inlet prewhirl or variable diffuser vanes. Furthermore, the
authors also suggested how to determine the optimal combinations of
diffuser and prewhirl angles for the purpose of efficiency
improvement. Their work emphasizes the efficiency benefit brought
by the combination of different variable-geometry methods.
However, the potential of variable-geometry methods for extending
the operating ranges of compressors has not been determined
quantitatively, and the corresponding improvements in low-end
engine torque are still unclear as well. These predictions are very

important when evaluating the necessity of employing the variable-
geometry method. The differences between the variable-inlet
prewhirl and variable diffuser vanes, and their combination for the
purpose of range extension have not been reported comprehensively.
A comparison over a wide speed range and vane-angle range will be
valuable to a decision maker when constructing a technology
road map.
The potential for range extension through a variable-inlet prewhirl

has been studied in [19]. If an inlet prewhirl manages to greatly
change the performance map, what is the mechanism for the change?
Previous research answered this question and explained how the
positive inlet prewhirl shifted the surge line and choke line. However,
a variable-inlet prewhirl may not always influence the performance
map significantly. After combining a variable-inlet prewhirl with
variable diffuser vanes, whether the potential will be enhanced
greatly or only slightly is still a question. We can look at this issue in
another way by considering the effectiveness of a variable-inlet
prewhirl for compressors with different diffuser vane angles.
Actually, it turns out that, if a variable-inlet prewhirl is applied after
closing the diffuser, the contribution from the variable-inlet prewhirl
to the range extension is relatively limited. Thus, in this paper, some
discussion about a variable-inlet prewhirl on when the effects of the
variable-inlet prewhirl will be significant is given.
In this paper, we focus on the variable-geometry method, which is

the combination of a variable-inlet prewhirl and variable diffuser
vanes. The main body consists of three parts. First, the numerical
methods are stated and validated. In the second part, the
performances of a centrifugal compressor with different degrees of
prewhirl and diffuser vanes are shown, and then the contributions
from the variable-inlet prewhirl and variable diffuser vanes to the
shifts of the surge line and choke line are discussed. Third, the
corresponding improvement in the low-end torque of the engine from
applying the variable-geometry method is estimated.

II. Flow Modeling and Simulation Procedure

A. Investigated Compressor and Meshing

The compressor-geometry model is shown in Fig. 1a. It consists of
a vaned diffuser and an impeller with splitters. Each vane can be
rotated around the middle point of the centerline by 10 or −10 deg.
Table 1 shows the detailed configuration of the compressor. Because
the geometry is axisymmetric, only one impeller passage and one
diffuser passage were meshed, as shown in Fig. 1b. The side surfaces
of the mesh were periodically matched. The total number of nodes is
approximately 1.05 million, and the mesh of the impeller uses 0.88
million nodes. The grid independence has been validated in our
previous work [20]. The width of the cells nearest the wall is
0.002mm.The shroud gap of the impeller is 0.5mm.The clearance in
the diffuser was not meshed.

B. Numerical Methods

The commercially available code NUMECA FINE/Turbo was
employed to solve steady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations. The central scheme and the fourth-order Runge–Kutta
scheme were selected for spatial discretization and temporal
discretization, respectively. The Spalart–Allmaras single-equation
model was used as the turbulence model. The width of the first layer
of cells, 0.002mm, ensured that y� was below10 in all simulations of
this paper, which must be satisfied for modeling the viscous sublayer
in the turbulence model [21]. The rotor/stator interface was modeled
using the full nonmatching mixing-plane method. An open test case
of the compressor, Radiver [22], was used to validate the numerical
method. The measurements on Radiver were carried out at the
Institute of Jet Propulsion and Turbomachinery at RWTH Aachen
University, Germany. Part of the investigation was funded by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. Radiver is a single-stage
centrifugal compressor with a vaned diffuser. The steady and
unsteady experimental results of the test case were published. The
compressor geometry, figures, animations, and supplementary
information have been compiled for the test case. The diffuser on the
test rig is adjustable, and data for different setups of diffuser vanes
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have been released. The numerical validationwas conductedwith the

setup, in which the diffuser-vane angle is equal to 16.5 deg, and the

ratio between the diffuser inlet radius and the impeller outlet radius is

1.14. The grid size of the single-passage mesh of the compressor is 2

million. The simulation results show that y� near the wall is lower

than 10 in the whole field, which satisfies the requirement for

turbulence modeling.

Performances and flowfields from experimental tests and

simulations are compared at 80% design speed, as most of the

published experimental data are at this speed. The computed choking

mass flow at 80% speed is 2.278 kg∕s, which differs from the

experimental choking mass flow of 2.191 kg∕s. This implies that the

effective throat area was slightly overestimated by the simulation.

The overestimation of choking flow is ascribed to the turbulence

model, which greatly influences the development of the boundary

layer and the tip clearance, which may change with rotational speed.

After the mass-flow rates are normalized using the choking mass

flows from tests and simulations, it turns out that the simulation

results have a good agreement with the test results on most of the

parameters, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The compressor efficiency and

PR characteristics are well captured by the simulation, which proves

the fidelity of the simulation for predicting compressor performance.

The efficiency is calculated from the impeller inlet to the diffuser

outlet. To examine the ability of the simulation to capture flow

features, at the operating point where the dimensionless mass-flow
rate is equal to 0.83, spanwise plots of quantities at the impeller outlet
are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the flowfields at the diffuser inlet,
which validates the agreement between the tests and the simulations.
The magnitudes of the velocity and the swirl angle are successfully
predicted. Additionally, via simulation, quantity distributions at the

Fig. 2 Adiabatic efficiency performances of the compressor Radiver
from tests and simulations.

Fig. 3 Total pressure at the diffuser outlet of the compressor Radiver.

Fig. 4 Absolute velocity and swirl angle at the impeller outlet of the
compressor Radiver.

Prototype

Close 10°

Open 10° 

1zc
α

ω

1c1uc

Rotor/Stator
interface

Outlet

Inlet

Impeller passageDiffuser passage

a)

b)
Fig. 1 a) Compressor model; b) mesh.

Table 1 Compressor parameters

Parameters Value and unit

Design rotational speed N 111,700 rpm
Impeller outlet diameter D2 1.00 × 102 mm
Tip-speed Mach numberMu2 1.69
Total PR at the design point 5.50
Flow coefficient at the design point ϕ 0.004
Pressure-rise coefficient at the design point ψ 0.003
Impeller throat area Ai 1.74 × 103 mm2

Diffuser-throat area Ad 5.67 × 102 mm2
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impeller outlet and diffuser inlet are captured. To sum up, the
numerical methods used in this paper have been validated for
investigating the performance and flow features.

C. Simulation Procedure

For the inlet boundary condition, the inlet prewhirl angle was set
by the velocity direction, and the absolute total pressure and total
temperature were 101.325 kPa and 298.15 K, respectively. No-slip
and impermeability conditions were imposed on all solid surfaces.
Simulations were conducted at 100, 90, 80, 60, and 40% maximum
speed. Because the peak points of the pressure characteristics
provide a convenient engineering approximation for the surge limit,
the peak PR point of each speed line was taken as the surge point.
The authors are not saying that flow instabilities, such as surge
and rotating stall, occur at the maximum PR points based on
steady computations. Compressor-performancemapswith different
geometric setups were simulated, producing a large amount of data.
To compare the stable operating ranges for all the cases, the use of
the maximum PR point as the left end of each compressor
characteristic is a reasonable compromise.

III. Extending the Stable Operating Range
of the Compressor

A. Performance and Range Extension

The computed mass-flow rate at the design point is 0.48 kg∕s. As
shown in Fig. 6a, both closing of the diffuser and positive prewhirl
can shift the surge line left, at the expense of a PR drop.When the PR
is above 2.2, the shift becomes quite obvious.Comparedwith the case
“close 10 deg,” the combination of closing the diffuser and positive
prewhirl shifts the surge line more to the left at PRs above 4.0.
Figure 6b shows the right shifts of the choke line that are induced by
the variable-geometry method. At 90% speed and below, opening the
diffuser significantly increases the choking flow. At 80% speed and
above, the effect of a negative prewhirl on the choking flow is very
obvious. For the case of combining negative prewhirl and opening of
the diffuser, the choking flow is increased at all speeds. Especially at
80 and 90% speed, the increase resulting from the combination is
much greater than that resulting from only opening the diffuser or
only imposing negative prewhirl. The stable operating range R is
defined byEq. (1). Figure 6c shows the extended range resulting from
the combined effect of the variable-inlet prewhirl from−20 to 60 deg,
and variable diffuser vanes from −10 to 10 deg. At the PR of 4.8,
the combined variable-geometry method increases R from 23.5%
(i.e., 1–0.39∕0.51) to 63.0%.

R �
�
1 −

_ms

_mc

�
PR�const

× 100% (1)

Actually, the benefits of the combined variable-geometry method

lie not only in widening the flow range, but also in improving

efficiency. As shown in Fig. 7, the efficiency performance resulting

from the combination is higher than that resulting from only closing

the diffuser. For instance, for a given operating point at which the PR

is 4.0 and the mass flow is 0.23 kg∕s, the combined variable-

geometrymethod and close 10 degboth can achieve high efficiency at

Hub

Test

Hub

Simulation

P
os

iti
on

 o
f t

he
 c

ut

Hub

Hub

Incidence [°]

Test

Simulation

Absolute velocity [m/s]

Shroud

Shroud

Shroud

Shroud

Fig. 5 Absolute velocity and incidence near the diffuser inlet of the
compressor Radiver.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 6 Compressor-performance maps and range extension.
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90% speed, but the combined variable-geometry method has an
advantage of 6.0 points in efficiency.
Closing the diffuser forces the impeller to operate at the left branch

of the efficiency characteristic, which heavily exacerbates impeller
performance. As shown in Fig. 8, the impeller efficiency of close
10 deg is quite low. After exerting a positive inlet prewhirl, the
performance of the diffuser almost does not change, but the impeller
efficiency increases significantly. Thus, the positive inlet prewhirl
compensates for the poor impeller performance caused by closing
the diffuser. As shown in Fig. 9, the separation vortex of 60 deg
prewhirl� close 10 deg at the inducer inlet is much smaller than that
of close 10 deg. At a given mass-flow rate, a positive inlet prewhirl
can reduce the Mach number and incidence at the impeller inlet,
which has been proved through analyzing the velocity triangle in
Fig. 10. Thus, a positive inlet prewhirl relieves the heavy flow
separation at the inducer inlet, which directly reduces the entropy
increase there and contributes to improving the impeller efficiency.
Furthermore, an inlet prewhirl was shown to be able to adjust the
matching relation between the impeller and the diffuser [23,24],
which greatly contributes to the shift of the impeller characteristic and
the efficiency gains.
An experimental work done by Simon et al. [18] also proved the

efficiency benefits arising from combining these two variable-
geometrymethods, inwhich the IGVwas installed, the diffuser could
be replaced, and there was no volute. The authors concluded that, in
their case, the efficiency gainswith a combined adjustment amount to
approximately 2% and up to 6%; these gains are similar inmagnitude
to the efficiency gains in this paper. This paper may estimate the

potential of the combined variable-geometry method for improving
efficiency. On the other hand, the authors think that flow loss of inlet
guide vans, deviation of the prewhirl angle, leakage flow in the
clearance between the adjustable vanes and the diffuser wall, and
the interaction between the diffuser and the volute may affect the
efficiency performance. These negative aspects could result in an
efficiency improvement that is not as high as our estimate for the
combined geometry method. In the future, the penalty estimations
from these effects should be discussed in the case of combining both
variable-geometry methods. It is worthwhile investigating how to
reduce their impacts on performance.

B. Discussion on the Shift of Surge Lines

Whether the impeller or the diffuser triggers flow instability in the
prototype will be determined, which is the basis for analyzing the
influences of the variable-geometry method on the surge line. It is
inferred that flow instability is triggered by the impeller when the PR
is below 2.2 in the prototype, that is, the rotational speed is lower than
60% maximum speed. At 60% speed, closing the diffuser, which
makes the diffuser operatemore stably, does not result in a significant
displacement of the surge line toward lower flow, and so it is not the
diffuser that controls the surge flow at 60% speed. However, at 80%
speed, closing the diffuser causes the surge line tomove considerably
to the left, which indicates that the diffuser triggers flow instability at
80% speed. From the point of view of the matching between the

Fig. 7 Efficiency improvement by using variable-geometry method.

Fig. 8 Impeller adiabatic efficiency and diffuser loss coefficient.

Entropy(J/K)

0

50

100

150

200

250

Relative velocity (m/s)

close 10°

60° prewhirl+close 10°

The entropy field of “close 10°” minuses 
the entropy field of “60° prewhirl+close 10°”

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

-50
-100
-150

Fig. 9 Entropy contour and relative-velocity contours.

1u

no prewhirlcα
no prewhirlW

no prewhirli

inlet prewhirlW

inlet prewhirlc

Impeller

inlet prewhirli

Fig. 10 Velocity triangle at the impeller inlet.
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impeller and the diffuser, the diffuser will become larger formatching
as the rotational speed increases [25], which means the diffuser
characteristic would tend to lie in the higher mass-flow region

compared with the impeller characteristic. Thus, it is reasonable to
infer that the diffuser triggers flow instability at 80% speed and
above, which leads to the left shift of the surge line at PRs above 2.2
through the closing of the diffuser.
To provide more insight for the flowfield at maximum PR points,

streamlines and pressure onblade surfaces are shown inFig. 11.At 100
and 80% speeds of datum case, circulation is found between the
impeller outlet and the diffuser inlet, although its area in themeridional
views is relatively small. These circulations,which are due to curvature
effect, considerably affect flow stabilities at the diffuser [26]. Because
of the change of matching relation between the impeller and the

diffuser at 80% speed, the impeller tends to operate at a more unstable
region,which is indicated by a larger separationvortex near the inducer
tip. After closing the diffuser by 10 deg, the separation vortex in the
inducer grows larger and extends out of the impeller tip. However,
60 deg prewhirl relieves the extent of the separation vortex in the
inducer, which benefits flow instabilities in the impeller and drives the
impeller to work at a lower surge mass flow.
The contribution from variable diffuser vanes on the shift of the

surge line has been discussed earlier, and the effect of the variable-
inlet prewhirl will be discussed in the following section.
As shown in Fig. 6a, the positive inlet prewhirl fails to shift the

surge line of the prototype to the left at PRs below 2.2, and it also fails
to shift the surge line of close 10 deg at PRs below 4.0. In the

experimental research done by Rodgers [27], the IGVangle of 27 deg
fails to make the surge line move to the left at PRs below 3.7, which
shows a similar trend with our results. The low mass flow and low
inlet relative Mach number at the surge point are the two reasons for
the ineffectiveness of the positive inlet prewhirl.
The inlet prewhirl influences the characteristics of components and

their matching. However, if the choking flow of the compressor is too
small, the effects of the positive inlet prewhirl are also small. With
some assumptions (one is that the efficiency of the impeller is 100%),

Zheng et al. [23] showed that the positive inlet prewhirl influences the
choking flows of the impeller and the diffuser, as in Eqs. (2) and (3),
respectively, in which _mi;c is the choking flow of the impeller, _md;c is
the choking flow of the diffuser, and c1u is the circumferential
component of the inlet velocity. Therefore, if the choking flow of the
impeller or the diffuser is very small, the change in the choking flow
by the inlet prewhirl is also very small. For the prototype at PRs below
2.2 (i.e., at 40%speed and 60% speed) and for the case of close 10 deg
at PRs below 4.0 (i.e., at 90% speed and lower speeds), the influence
of the inlet prewhirl on the shifts of characteristics is negligible, and
so the shifts of the surge lines are also not significant. This is the so-
called ineffectiveness of the inlet prewhirl caused by the low mass
flow at the surge point.

∂ _mi;c

∂c1u
� −3 _mi;cu1

cpT01 − c1uu1 � �u2x∕2�
(2)

∂ _md;c

∂c1u
� −3 _md;cu1

cpT01 − c1uu1 � u22
(3)

The inducer stall plays an important role in the instability of the
impeller performance. The complex interaction between the shock
wave and the boundary layer, which may cause the increase of
blockage, can aggravate the inducer stall [28]. As indicated by
Fig. 10, the positive inlet prewhirl is able to relieve the relative
Mach number at the inducer inlet. Especially when the relativeMach
number approaches unity, the relief resulting from the positive inlet
prewhirl will contribute significantly to stabilizing the performance
of the impeller and the left shift of the surge line. Figure 12 shows the
relativeMach-number fields at the surge points where the surgemass
flows will reduce obviously after the positive inlet prewhirl is exerted
(see Fig. 6a). In both of the fields, there are regions where the relative
Mach number exceeds unity. After exerting the positive inlet
prewhirl, the stability of the impeller will be improved. As shown in
Fig. 13, the slope of the impeller PR characteristic at the surge point of

Fig. 11 Streamlines in the meridional views and pressure distributions at the peak PR points.
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close 10 deg is positive, which indicates the high instability of the

impeller. However, the slope at the surge point with 60 deg inlet
prewhirl and the closing of the diffuser vanes by 10 deg becomes

negative, which proves that the relief of the excessive relative Mach

number by the positive inlet prewhirl does stabilize the impeller
performance. Figure 14 shows the relativeMach-number fields at the

surge points where the surge mass flows are barely reduced after the

positive inlet prewhirl is exerted (see Fig. 6a). In both of the fields,
there are no supersonic regions. It seems that the positive inlet

prewhirl is ineffective for reducing surge flow if the relative Mach

number at the inducer inlet does not exceed unity. This is the so-called
ineffectiveness of the inlet prewhirl, caused by the low inlet relative

Mach number at the surge point.

C. Discussion on the Shift of Choke Lines

Opening the diffuser vanes by 10 deg enlarges the throat area of

each diffuser from 5.67 × 102 to 7.68 × 102 mm2, but only increases

the choking flow at 100% speed from 0.515 to 0.517 kg∕s, which
implies that the diffuser controls the choking flow at 100% speed for

the prototype and that the choking flow of the impeller is just slightly

larger than that of the diffuser. The choked component turns out to be
the impeller after opening the diffuser, and so the increase of the

choking flow is not proportional to and is much less than the increase

of the throat area of the diffuser.
As shown in Fig. 10, inlet prewhirl means that the velocity of fluids

at the compressor inlet has a non-zero circumferential component.

Therefore, work input from the impeller would decrease according to

the Euler equation [26]. Because the inlet prewhirl can adjust the
work input into the fluid, the total temperature and the total pressure
at the throttle would usually drop with the positive inlet prewhirl, and
rise with the negative inlet prewhirl, which cause changes in the
choking mass flow. Zheng et al. [23] investigated the influence of the
inlet prewhirl on the matching between the impeller and the diffuser.
If the impeller and diffuser are supposed to match well in the case of
zero inlet prewhirl, they will become mismatched in the case of
nonzero inlet prewhirl.With the positive inlet prewhirl, the throat area
of the diffuser is too large for the matching impeller. An intuitive
corollary is that the throat area of the diffuser is too small for the
matching impeller in the case of the negative inlet prewhirl. Thus,
after imposing negative prewhirl, the diffuser is too small for a good
matching and the compressor must still be choked at the diffuser at
100% speed. As shown in Fig. 15, the compressor with −20 deg
prewhirl is choked at the diffuser, as the static pressure on the rotor/
stator interface and near the diffuser inlet does not vary with the static
pressure imposed at the outlet. Opening the diffuser greatly increases
the stage choking flow at 90% speed and below, because the diffuser
is always controlling the choking flow at these speeds. As shown in
Fig. 16, if negative prewhirl is imposed, the compressor with an open
diffuser is still choked at the diffuser at 90% speed.
Although the inlet prewhirl has been proven to influence choking

mass-flow rates in many cases in Fig. 6, the choking mass-flow rates
barely change with the inlet prewhirl in some cases, such as close
10 deg at 90% speed and prototype at 60% speed. Table 2 shows the
choking mass-flow rates for which the inlet prewhirl has almost no
impact on the choking mass-flow rate. To reveal the mechanism,
first, this problem should be analyzed from the one-dimensional
perspective, and then plots of corresponding parameters should be
shown in support of the explanation. As described in the last
paragraph, the compressor is choked at the diffuser in these cases, and
so a basic choking mass-flow equation of the diffuser is presented as
Eq. (4). By applying the ideal gas law and the sonic-speed equation,
Eq. (4) can be rearranged into Eq. (5). Taking the impeller-efficiency
equation, Eq. (6), into account, the choking mass-flow-rate equation,
Eq. (7), is obtained. T02 is the total temperature at the rotor/stator
interface, which is used to measure work input. Bd;x and ηi are the
blockage factor at the diffuser throat and the impeller efficiency,
respectively. These three aerodynamic factors considerably influence
the choking mass-flow rates. Figure 17 shows that the inlet prewhirl
does change the work input. For instance, in the case of close 10 deg
at 90% speed, 60 deg prewhirl reduces T02 by 27 K at the mass-flow
rate of 0.25 kg∕s, which should greatly affect the choking mass-flow
rate. However, because 60 deg prewhirl also helps to improve
impeller efficiency by 5.8 points, as shown in Fig. 8, and the diffuser
performance almost never changes, 60 deg prewhirl does not change
the compressor chokingmass-flow rate. The same situation occurs in
the case of the prototype at 60% speed. Although −20 deg prewhirl
increases the work input, the impeller performance is worsened and

Fig. 12 Relative Mach-number contours with supersonic area in the inducer.
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the diffuser performance does not change, as shown in Figs. 18
and 19, which keeps Bd;x the same and causes ηi to decrease. The
influences of these three factors counteract one another, and so
the compressor choking mass-flow rate remains 0.24 kg∕s.

_md;choke � ρ02a02Bd;xAd;x

�
2

γ � 1

��γ�1�∕�2γ−2�
(4)

_md;choke�ρ01a01Bd;xAd;x

�
T02

T01

�−�1∕2�p02

p01

�
2

γ�1

��γ�1�∕�2γ−2�
(5)

p02

p01

�
�
1� ηi�T02 − T01�

T01

��γ∕�γ−1��
(6)

_md;choke � ρ01a01Bd;xAd;x

�
T02

T01

�−1∕2�
ηi
T02

T01

− ηi � 1

��γ∕�γ−1��

×
�

2

γ � 1

��γ�1�∕�2γ−2�
(7)

IV. Improving the Low-End Torque of an Engine

Here, a rough estimation of the ability of the variable-geometry
method to improve low-end engine torque is obtained (in a way
similar to [19]). Figure 20 shows two compressor working lines at
low engine-shaft speeds. One is for the prototype and the other is for
the compressor employing the variable-geometry method. The surge
margin (SM) is defined byEq. (8) [26], and it is controlled above 12%
in this study. The corner point of aworking line has the greatest risk of
flow instability, and so it also represents the highest boost level that a
compressor delivers to an engine at low speeds. W and W 0 are the
corner points of the working lines in the original range and extended
range, respectively. S is the surge point at the same rotational speed of
W. S 0 is the corresponding surge point ofW 0. The SM ofW is 13.1%
and that of W 0 is 16.0%. Both of the working lines almost hit the
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Fig. 14 Relative Mach-number contours without supersonic flow in the inducer.

Table 2 Choking mass-flow rates in selected cases

Case description Inlet prewhirl, deg
Choking mass-flow

rate, kg/s

Close 10 deg at 90% speed 0 0.26
60 0.25

Prototype at 60% speed 0 0.24
−20 0.24
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critical SM. The PRs of W and W 0 can be used to estimate the
improvement in the low-end torque.

SM �
�
1 −

PRw∕ _mw

PRs∕ _ms

�
N�const

× 100% (8)

Assuming that themixture of air and fuelmaintains its stoichiometry,
the engine-shaft torque should be directly related to the amount of
compressor intake. The ratio of pressures at W 0 and W is 1.82. If the
compression process is assumed to be reversible and adiabatic, and the
intercooling is neglected, the ratio of the air densities at W 0 and W is
approximately 1.53 (1.821∕γ , in which γ is 1.4). Assuming that the
effective efficiency of the engine remains the same at W 0 and W, the
ratio of the brake torques atW 0 andW shouldbe the same as the ratio of
the mixture amounts or the ratio of the intake amounts, as indicated by
Eq. (9). Thus, with the variable-geometry method, the low-end torque
of an engine is estimated to increase by 53%.

Ttq �
Pe

ws

� ηet _mHu

αws

∝ PR1∕γ (9)

V. Conclusions

To develop ultrahigh-power-density turbocharged engines,
compressors are required to provide high-pressure air over a wide
mass-flow range. The combination of the variable-inlet prewhirl and
variable diffuser vanes was employed to extend the compressor
operating range. Numerical simulations were used to investigate the
performance of a centrifugal compressor with a diffuser-vane angle
varying from −10 to 10 deg, and inlet prewhirl varying from −20 to
60 deg. The potentials of the combined method for extending the
compressor operating range and improving low-end engine torque
were estimated. The following conclusions are drawn:
1) Combining variable diffuser vanes, with angles between −10

and 10 deg, and variable-inlet prewhirl, between−20 and 60 deg, has
the potential to improve the stable compressor operating range from
23.5 to 63.0% at a PR of 4.8. (Such a high PR can be a preferred
choice for future turbocharged engines.) The shifts of the choke and
surge lines contribute to this extension. The combination of positive
inlet prewhirl and a closed diffuser has the advantage of moving the
surge line left compared to only closing the diffuser or only using the
positive inlet prewhirl. In addition to extending the flow range,
another advantage of the variable-geometry method is its ability to
achieve a higher-efficiency performance by adjusting the diffuser
vane angle and prewhirl angle together.
2) For the prototype, at 60 and 40% speed, the influences of the inlet

prewhirl on the surge flowandchoking flowarenegligible. For the case
of closing the diffuser, even at 80 or 90% speed, the inlet prewhirl still
has little effect. As indicated by the equations, if the original choking
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Fig. 19 Difference in entropy fields at the mass-flow rate of 0.24 kg∕s.
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flow of a compressor is too small, the effect of the inlet prewhirl on
shifting the characteristic will also be small. This is one of the reasons
why the inlet prewhirl has little influence at low speeds.
3) When the relative Mach number in front of the inducer

approaches unity, the relief of the relative Mach number by the
positive inlet prewhirl will contribute significantly to stabilizing
the performance of the impeller and moving the surge line to the left.
This is another reason for the great displacement of the surge line at
high speeds after employing the positive inlet prewhirl.
4) The inlet prewhirl does not always change the compressor

chokingmass-flow rates, which are influenced by impeller efficiency
and work input. The positive inlet prewhirl reduces the work input
from the impeller, but it may also contribute to improving impeller
efficiency, which counteracts the drop in work input. The negative
inlet prewhirl increases the work input, but it may worsen the
performance improvements. The combined effects lead to no change
in the compressor choking mass-flow rate.
5) Benefitting from the range extension of the compressor, the

maximum pressure of intake for a turbocharged engine can be
improved by approximately 82%, and the low-end torque is estimated
to increase by 53%.
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